
The purpose of this illustration is to convey the Pattern of the Orion-Giza Star Alignment of Chan Chan. This Archeological Site outside of Trujillo, Peru is basically the Ancient ‘Trujillo’ City Complex. It was a thriving and build-up area of Commerce, Politics and Social Order. The study  

suggests that the entire City Complex of Palaces and Religious Structures where patterned after the Orion Constellation and that of the Pyramids of Giza in Proportion and Layout. Moreover, fi the entire Orion Constellation Outline is Superimposed on the Chan Chan area, the Corresponding 

Landmarks are Astonishing. For one, the Orion Motif is Reversed. The Galactic Equator that passes through the Star Mintaka parallels the Ocean to which the Ancient City Complex was built next to. The Angle of the Orion Belt Palace is orientated toward Giza itself. What is further  

astonishing is that since Orion was and is the Guardian of the Silver Gate, this corresponding locale above his Out-Stretched Arms, corresponds to a Mormon Church. This Mormon Church Complex is as though it is the ‘Silver Gate’ as even its Color suggests and from a Top View the  

Structure appears like a Star. Obviously the Ancients and the Mormons are ‘In the Know’ about his Cosmic Association and their Star Alignments. In fact, this study suggests that that the Mormon Narrative of their so called ‘3rd Testament’ goes Hand-in-Hand with the Pleiadian Narrative.  
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Since the Luciferin Rebellion came from the very Center of the 
Throne of YHVH, perhaps this is why the Orion-Pleiades Motif 
was Encrypted in almost every Ancient Place of Political and  
Religious Importance. It is where the Lucifer and the Fallen  
Angels come from and that some ‘Left their 1st Estate’, meaning 
Place of Habitation on 1 Level of Interpretation, the other is that 
they, being Spirit, somehow took on ‘Strange Flesh’ to be able to 
have Sexual Intercourse with Women to Dilute the Human Race 
on a Genetic Level. As in the Days of Noah, this was very  
Prevalent to the point that only Noah was found to be a Pure  
Human. Jesus stated that such Technologies and Genetic  
Manipulation would occur to such levels just before his Return.  

The Mormons believe they are the True Church on Earth.  

Their Gospel fits very well actually with the Prophecies of the 

Americas in that a Pleiadian God came down and will again to 

‘Correct’ Humanity. Such was the case when the Spanish 

came to Mexico and Peru. The Americas were well acquainted 

with the Feathered Serpent God, the Shining One and Light 

Bearer that came to Teach them the ‘Way’. It is really a Cosmic 

Luciferian Conspiracy to Usurp the True Gospel Storyline that 

one Day the true Son of the Creator, Jesus would come and He 

did but He did not appear in the Americas as the long awaited 

Pleiadian Savior. Perhaps this does give Credence to the 

Speculation that the Thorne of YHVH is in Orion. In part the 

Deception that will be allowed by YHVH in that the ‘Lie that will 

be Believed’ that will incorporate some Element of an Ancient 

Alien Explanation and perhaps the coming AntiChrist will be 

the fulfillment of the Prophecy that Viracocha or Kukulcan, or 

Quetzalcoatl will be returning at the End of the Present Age.  

The Mormons also have an exact storyline of ‘angels’ such as Maroni 
and a Jesus Christ that is Blond Bearded and Blue Eyed ‘God’ that 
came from the Stars. In fact the Mormons have more of a false 
Cosmological Gospel in that their God, Elohim was and is one of the 
many ‘Gods’ that come from a Planet and from where one can 
become a God through a lot of Sex with Wives. Their Gospel is that 
Jesus Christ only came to Save the White Race and that the 
‘Americas’ became Corrupt and Evil and thus their Skin Color  
reflected this Sin. Thus, Mormons, the White Redeemed of the 
Latter Day Saints of their Jesus Christ are out on a Mission to 
‘Correct’ the Lamanites or Native Americans from the Christian 
Gospel of the Jesus of the New Testament which they say like the 
Muslims, is corrupt. Of course the Mormon Church would revel in 
the fact that such Astronomical Associations and Correlations are 
but a Validation of their Gospel and how it is the Restoration of the 
True Religion as practiced by the Americas and in Ancient City  
Centers like Chan Chan built on the Pleiadian and Orion Constella-
tions that signaled where their creators and Gods came from. What 
the indigenous people may not realizes that that the same  
Conspiracy and Lie is of Lucifer and his Fallen Angels like Moroni  
that are preaching a Gospel contrary to the Storyline of the Stars 
themselves as suggested by the Apostle Paul in the Book of Romans.  
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